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1. When Larry met Paddy or, instead of introduction 

 

According to his biographer, after the evacuation of Crete, in May 1941, 

Patrick Leigh Fermor “spent a few days in Alexandria before moving to Cairo, 

where he found himself in a room at the Continental hotel” (Cooper 2013: 138), 

and in a world that might have seemed unbelievably remote from the horrors he 

had just managed to escape. A world of glamour, in which dining with “two 

hundred most intimate friends…by candle light at small table in a garden” (ibid: 

139) was not something out of place. Such a “shady garden” belonged to Walter 

Smart, the Oriental Councillor at the British Embassy, to whom Patrick Leigh 

Fermor, aka Paddy, had been introduced by Marie Riaz, the bohemian wife of a 

sugar magnate and a cousin of Paddy’s old friend, the Greek photographer Costa 

Achillopoulos.1And, just like Paddy, a frequent visitor of the Smarts was 

Lawrence Durrell, aka Larry, whom Paddy could also meet at the Anglo-Egyptian 

Union, where he encountered other British men of letters in exile, i.e. due to war 

circumstances: 

 

 
1 They had met before the war, as Costa was sharing a house in London with the Romanian Princess 

Anne-Marie Callimachi, the one who had invited Sacheverell Sitwell to travel in Romania in 1937. 

Costa Achillopoulos was also going to illustrate Paddy’s first travelogue, The Traveller’s Tree 

(1950). 
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We met in 1942... under a tree in Amy and Walter Smart’s garden in 

Zamalek, and talked far into the night. He was at the heart of a group of 

gifted poets and writers – Robin Fedden, Bernard Spencer, Terence Tiller, 

Charles Johnson and several others – who were working between Cairo 

and Alexandria (...) They were the joint producers, contributors and editors 

of Personal Landscape, the remarkable literary periodical...” (Bowen 

1995: 186) 

 

Although Paddy’s attempts to get published in Personal Landscape were 

politely rejected, whereas Durrel had already started to build a reputation for 

himself, the two remained in touch after the war, both of them being assigned posts 

for British institutions and/or authorities. In a dificult political context, which was 

going to reach its peak during the Greek Civil War, they continued to exchange 

funny and beautiful letters from their various locations. In one of those letters, 

from 18th December 1946, while writing from Athens, Paddy begins by 

remembering his last days of the summer in Rhodes that year, where he had been  

a guest of Larry’s, who was at the time Public Information Officer there.  He 

continues by describing an enchanting shipwreck on the island of Arki, and then 

expresses his amazement with regard to the multi-ethnic environment in Greek 

villages – “In the same kafenion [coffee house] you hear Greek, Lázika [Pontian], 

Rumanian, Turkish, (…), Georgian and Gheg [an Albanian dialect]” (Sisman 

2017: 22). Yet he ends in a note of anguish, as the British Council had decided to 

give up his services – “I’m leaving in about a fortnight, feeling angry, fed up, and 

older than the rocks on which I sit. F…g s…ts.” (ibid) 

As for Larry, he would begin working for the British Council in 1947, first 

in Buenos Aires, then in Belgrade. Just like Paddy, he had his reasons for 

dissatisfaction, yet mostly because of the Argentinean weather. “I’ve been ill in 

this filthy climate and have resigned my post”, he writes in an undated letter, 

probably from 1948, and he advises Paddy to never accept a job there, as “It is 

pure hell.” Nevertheless, the worst was yet to come. In another undated letter, this 

time from the capital of Yugoslavia, he conveys his feelings of shock and anger 

with the British international politics, blaming Churchill above all – “We are mad 

[underlined in the letter] in England to go playing leftwing position. You showed 

[underlined in the letter] me what can be done to a human being by a nationalized 

economy.” It would be interesting to know whether at the time Paddy had managed 

to get relevant information about the friends he had made before the war, while 

travelling across Hungary and Romania – and also living there for sometime –, 

countries that had remained behind the Iron Curtain. Or if he could share that kind 

of information – on the sordid life of people living in communist countries –, with 

Larry. The latter continues his epistle from Belgrade by comparing Yugoslavia 
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with Greece under royalists and its climate with the rotten one back home in 

England. Still, every now and then he strikes a note that might recall his 

magnificently funny Esprit de Corps – “The puritanism [underlined in the letter]… 

would drive you crazy. Pas un bordel! Tous les poutains sont nationalisées”. (ibid)  

 

2. Layers of the private epitext or, Stendhal & Lamartine resuscitated 

 

Letters between authors or would-be authors who happen to be friends – 

and sometimes even more than that –, differ from other types of correspondence. 

“Flaubert does not address Louis Bouilhet as he does Louise Colet”, says Gerard 

Genette, also noticing that, despite their intimate relationship “Flaubert and Louise 

Colet are separated by his notorious discipline”. (Genette 1997: 372) Larry and 

Paddy belonged to the same generation, had been very close during the war years, 

and shared the love and fascination for the Greek speaking world and its 

Hellenistic-Byzantine facets. They were also budding or aspiring writers, and as a 

result the topics of their correspondence vary from expressing concern with regard 

to the fate of a common friend, for instance, to the avatars of finding or building – 

why not? – the best ivory tower within the frame of the Mediterranean world. 

Xan Fielding, Paddy’s former brother-in-arms in Crete, is often referred to, 

as in Paddy’s 1946 letter to Larry – “With you, Eve, Joan and Xan altogether, it 

was [the] perfect ending of a lovely summer” (Sisman 2017: 20); in the already 

mentioned letter from Buenos Aires, Larry seems to be extremely worried after 

having asked Xan for Paddy’s address, and receiving nothing “except a card from 

Athens”, then hearing that a “Major Fielding of the UNO Observers Corps had 

been wounded”; in a 1954 letter from Hydra, Paddy is happy to have got Xan’s 

book “Hide and Seek, a very lively and dashing account of wartime adventures in 

Crete” (Sisman 2017: 101); and in postcard from 20th October 1959, addressed to 

Joan, who was going to Ischia2, Larry finds it “maddening to miss Xan”, i.e. not 

being able to meet him, and he concludes that “next time I come I shall be rich 

enough to take a month or two off and just hang about until you are all sick of 

feeding and boozing me”.(ibid)      

The last document also addresses the issue of the best place for writing, 

Larry being a kind of envious on Paddy, who was “able to write and move about”. 

Unlike Paddy, Larry had “to stay in one place to get the right leverage of work.” 

(ibid) The truth was that Paddy also suffered from certain restlessness, even 

anxiety because of always being in search for the perfect place. His 1954 Hydra 

letter is from November, at a time when he had already been living for five months 

in the house generously placed at his disposal by his Greek friend, the painter Nico 

 
2 Actually, the address – 13 Chester Row, London, S.W. England –, is crossed out, and another 

address, from Ischia, is written over it. 
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Ghyka. It was there where he was expecting a copy of his translation of The Cretan 

Runner, and where he wasworking at his second book.  

In another undated – probably 1958 –, letter from France, after 

congratulating Paddy for the long-awaited Mani, a copy of which he had just 

received, Larry remembers his working for the British institute in Kalamata, where 

“people were gloomy, sullen”. By contrast, in France he was enjoying himself in 

“a sort of caravanserai in the Avignon-Uzès-Nimes area, hugging [his] anonymity 

and starting on volume four of [his] quartet.” The Mediterranean frame is not 

overlooked, as he reveals to Paddy the writing potential of Ragusa – “A complete 

empire blossoming and fading in two generations; pirates, poets, corsairs, rich 

men. A literature of its own. It has never been done”. (ibid) 

Such letters from a writer in most cases “bears on his work (…) and it 

exerts on its addressee a paratextual function” (Genette 1997: 373), emphasizing 

the trials and tribulations of the author. Not every time does the author have the 

exact idea of what he intends to say “to a definite individual correspondent” (ibid); 

or, he/she may be reluctant to uncover all the secrets of the alchemic process. In 

the long run, the impact is perceived by the readers as well, although, according 

to Genette, the effect “more remotely, on the ultimate public” is “simply a 

paratextual” one. (ibid) 

“Simply” may not be the most appropriate label for such documents, once 

they get published. It is true that letters preserved in an archive may have lost their 

initial addressee, that they are de-contextualized from their initial frames (Assman, 

in Erl & Nünning 2008: 99) Nevertheless, they still have a story, sometimes even 

a counter story, to tell. Archives are, in this respect, between forgetting and 

remembering, between no longer and not yet, “deprived of their old existence and 

waiting for a new one” (ibid: 103) They are a world of paper that, according to 

Margaret Atwood, must be taken care of, and without archivists and librarians 

“there would be a lot less of the past than there is” (Atwood 1997: 31-32) 

Larry and Paddy’s past in these letters triggers more than their individual 

stories. In the October 1959 postcard, for instance, Larry advises Joan to “walk up 

Punta della Imperatore and visit the little wine press” where he used to live for the 

summer of 1950. He is so enthusiastic about the place that he projects themselves 

within a bookish frame of reference “we may come back one year. Imagine 

Stendhal and Lamartine meeting there over a fire of brushwood.” In his answering 

letter from 28th October 1959, Paddy adds to the frame by mentioning Addison’s 

essays and Christina Rossetti’s poems, and “the huge Tennysonian waves, 

breaking in fans of spray” (Sisman 2017: 182); and, as they had “just been on a 

pilgrimage to Punta della Imperatore”, checking for Larry’s house, he found it as 

“the very place, indeed, for a Stendhal-Lamartine encounter over a cauldron of 

simmering broth.” (ibid)  
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Both Stendhal and Lamartine visited Ischia, but it seems that they were 

never there at the same time. According to Stefan Zweig, a penniless Stendhal 

went to Italy in 1827, after having corrected the last proofs of Armance, and in 

September he reached Naples. “Here, remembering the advice of his Italian friend 

(…) Stendhal crossed over to Ischia, where in a peasant’s cottage he spent a 

glorious ten days in donkey-riding, (…) and hobnobbing with the rustics.” (Zweig 

1940: 199) In November he met Lamartine, who was working at the French 

embassy in Florence and to whom he had been given a letter of introduction. They 

met for the next three months “nearly every evening at the poet’s house, over a 

fire of myrtle logs”3 (ibid: 200), but it is hard to tell whether they ever met in 

Ischia. In this respect, Ischia, just like the space of a letter exchange, becomes a 

place of non-meeting in terms of physicality, but somehow stays with us as a 

symbol of a palimpsest with layers upon layers of spiritual encounters: Stendhal 

& Lamartine, Auden & Neruda, Durrell & Fermor, etc. One can retain as a sample 

of both pointing to and mocking at this palimpsest Paddy’s closing paragraph of 

his October 1959 letter: 

 

We trod reverently round the precincts, pondering where they will put the 

plaque in the fullness of time, then back through the dark, meeting nothing 

but a crone or two carrying sticks, and a rather good looking vineyard idiot 

hopping down the steps astride a very elaborate brushwood4 hobby horse 

he must have just made… (Sisman 2017: 182) 

 

 

3. Times of joy and times of sorrow 

 

3.1. Political turmoils  

The 1950s posed their challenges to the two (pen)friends, who nevertheless 

benefited from the privilege of moving and expressing themselves freely in 

democratic societies. They were also expats, and that definitely augmented their 

perspective. Except from the Greek Civil War and the Cyprus prolonged episode, 

Larry and Paddy had very little to do, in the Mediterranean area, with situations 

that would force them to adjust the way they shared their opinions, caught as they 

were in between their Greek friends and their status as British subjects. 

In the 1954 letter from Hydra, after inquiring Larry about his work – “a 

very delicate business” –, on the Cyprus Review, Paddy was lamenting that “both 

the English and the Greek conduct themselves like complete lunatics, and 

 
3 During these meetings, according to Zweig, “Stendhal held forth brilliantly on literature and art, 

whilst Lamartine (…) sought to persuade his guest (…) to give religion another chance.” 
4Italics ours. 
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grotesque caricatures of themselves” (Sisman 2013: 101). He could not envisage 

a way out for the British government, as each and every measure adopted or 

imposed by it actually increased the counter effect (read hatred and violence). “I 

wonder what feelings prevail in Cyprus” (Sisman 2013: 120), he was asking 

himself in another letter to Larry, from 14th March 1956. “Away the British, I 

imagine, jubilation followed by a sort of post-coitum-triste”, he continues in a 

somehow post-colonialist note, “deflation and doubts beginning to creep.” (ibid) 

Larry, who was going to leave the island the same year, and who had come 

to Cyprus in 1953, had been through a comparable tension before, yet of a different 

type, in Tito’s Yugoslavia, while working for the Foreign Office in Belgrade. 

There he was a citizen and a representative of the free world, trying to suppress 

his comments when meeting the communist officials, in a country whose leader 

was not exactly following the line desired by Moscow. In spite of that, “It is quite 

impossible to describe the moral and spiritual death and stagnation of the place”, 

wrote Larry in his undated letter from Belgrade, about an experience he eventually 

came to consider necessary, i.e. rewarding for a writer, but unarguably beyond 

comprehension – “Spy mania, loss of liberty, bad food, slavery” (ibid)  

The communist threat had become a palpable reality after WWII. In 1946, 

Paddy had visited Corfu as part of a lecture tour on behalf of the British Council. 

They were trying to counter the anti-Western propaganda of the communists. 

More than three decades later, in a letter to Xan Fielding, he relates an episode in 

Crete, where he had been invited to attend a ceremony in the memory of the 

members of the Cretan resistance who had died during the German occupation. 

His “car had been blown sky high” (Sisman 2013: 329) by the communists, still 

active, yet Paddy believed that they were “only a small minority in Herakleion: 

but it shows what hatred and organization can do.” (ibid)   

 

3.2. From the other side of the curtain 

Unlike Greece, which western powers eventually succeeded to keep out of 

the red specter, Romania had been abandoned to a degree of organized hatred 

never experienced and imaginable before, except for fascism. All of Paddy’s 

friends there, most of them upper class people, suffered the horrors of a diabolic 

plan of extermination, carefully elaborated. “We are forced to till the land”, wrote 

Balasha Cantacuzene, Paddy’s first great love, in a letter from July 1947, “yet our 

horses, tractors, sowing and mowing machines have all been taken up, the oxen 

also. (…) There is no hope wherever you turn...” (Cooper 2013: 216) 

 Balasha belonged to an aristocratic family with roots in imperial 

Byzantium and with branches all over Europe. She had studied fine arts in Paris, 

married a Spanish diplomat with whom she had just parted when she met Paddy 

in Greece before the war. “She was 32, and I was 20. We met at just the right time 
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and fell into each other's arms. It was instant, we clicked immediately.”, 

remembered Paddy during a conversation with William Dalrymple. “We went off 

together and lived in a watermill in the Peloponnese for five months. I was writing, 

she was painting. It was heavenly.” (Dalrymple 2008)  

Paddy reffered to the other heavenly time, the one he spent in Romania at 

Balasha’s estate for almost four years until 1939, in just a few, very few actually, 

pages scattered among articles he published along the Cold War period, as if he 

was trying to protect the people who had once been such a significant part of his 

life. His correspondence also bears testimony of how censorship affected his 

channels of communication with them. “Darling B,” he began his letter from 

London, 20th April 1965, “I’m so dreadfully sorry that you haven’t heard from me 

before this.”, and he continues by announcing his visit to take place in the summer 

and expressing his enchantment with her letters, which proved – “so gloriously 

unchanged, morale so high and serenity intact, it’s miraculous.” (Sisman 2017: 

231) 

It was indeed miraculous, as in 1965 Balasha had been under surveillance 

for about fifteen years. In a note from 1962, for instance, in one of the files I could 

find in the archives of the former Securitate, the infamous secret police of Romania 

before 1989, it said the she was suspected of working for the French espionage. 

Knowing foreign languages in those days was a very sound reason for being placed 

under surveillance. Among the measures adopted against such an odious enemy 

of the people there was also the interception of all her correspondence, both from 

Romania and abroad, “in order to find out about all the links she has either at home 

or abroad” (I320665/1: 6).  

It all started on the night of 3rd March 1949, when the members of all 

aristocratic families across Romania had been forced to abandon their homes and 

move to locations where they would be confined by authorities. “They were 

advised to take warm clothes, and told they would be leaving in fifteen minutes” 

(Cooper 2013: 329), a pattern that sounds creepishly familiar, with some of them 

unknowingly that they were in the antechamber of death. Balasha, her sister and 

her brother-in-law, after being relocated in Bucharest for a while, were eventually 

transferred to an attic in the small town of Pucioasa, in the foothills of the 

Carpathians. 

In that attic, Balasha would write more than two hundred letters to Paddy, 

trying to avoid censorship by not giving many details on the hardships of everyday 

life, and sharing her opinions on people she had happened to meet before the war 

or on the books she avidly continued to read. Actually, after their first encounter 

in twenty six years, in 1965, when he had finally managed to visit communist 

Romania, Paddy had arranged with John Sandoe Ltd to send to her books in 

English and French. He was aware of the fact that both Balasha and Pomme, her 
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sister, were trying to survive by teaching the two foreign languages to children in 

a country that, apparently, had started to open even to such negative influences.  

 

4. Reading Proust and Durrell in communist Romania 

 

4.1. An owlish face with huge black eyes 

In his letter from 15th November 1965, Paddy lets Balasha know about a 

parcel containing a Chambers’ Dictionary, two Brontë books, Brewer’s Dictionary 

of Phrase and Fable, and the two volumes of George Painter’s book on Proust5, 

which were “simply fascinating; incidentally, there is a lot about Rumanians in it 

(…) Anna de Noailles, Hélène Morand, but the real interest is Proust himself” 

(Sisman 2017: 234), and he concludes the paragraph by asking Balasha to give the 

French author “another chance”(ibid).  

In her letter of response, from 28th November 1965, Balasha was amazed 

that Paddy had remembered her old distaste of Proust. In the meantime, her 

opinions had changed, so she confesses that “Last winter I read all his work of 

which I had read one or two volumes only, now and then.” She praises Proust for 

his ability to “recapture childhood, dreams, doubts, weakness”, for his descriptions 

of nature and buildings, “of a Faubourg atmosphere with its artificiality and 

refinement of the ageing of his characters from year to year”. (ibid) Could that 

have been possible because Proust’s nostalgia for his lost world somehow matched 

Balasha’s nostalgia for hers,lost one? Anyway, she seems to be a kind of relieved 

for giving up on Gide – pointing to Paludes and Si le grain ne meurt –,the other 

French author who used to be a major influence on Romanian intellectuals and 

artists in-between the wars.   

Her comments on Proust are enriched by her recollection of the only time 

she had met him, at Hélène Morand’s place at the Ritz. She feels remorseful and 

ashamed because of not having been able to master her “antipathy for the man’s 

exterior” and for having allowed that to find its way into the antagonism towards 

his “wonderful oeuvre”. She is aware of the fact that no excuses could be invoked, 

as she could have shared “the joy of his incantation and the profit of his acute 

intelligence, tremendous culture and almost écorchée sensibility all those years.” 

(ibid) In her mid-sixties at the time of writing the letter, for Balasha re-discovering 

Proust was, in a way, a means of lifting the burden of her everyday life in the 

oppressive regime. Her portrait of the French writer remains one of the most 

beautiful literature aficionados can ever come across: 

 

As a girl, I was confronted in a stuffy rooom (...) with the following vision. 

Against a background of crimson silk, huddled up in an arm-chair, (...) in 

 
5Marcel Proust: A Biography, published in 1959 and 1965. 
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a black overcoat with a fur collar, an owlish face with huge black eyes 

under heavy lids stared fixedly. Now and then he would shudder, smile a 

twisted, probably a charming, or heart-rending smile. „But I was young 

and foolish...” and I only saw his terrifying black hair, black stare, 

morbidity and probably, reflected on his countenance, the result of a life of 

(...) vice. When one is young, all this is repelling. And I must xxx that 

sometimes even now certain pages of his are quite revolting to me. (ibid) 

 

4.2. How can these two be brothers? 

Proust wasn’t the only one whose pages Balasha would sometimes find 

revolting. A few months before remembering her encounter of the third degree 

with Proust, in a letter from 21st August, she had let Paddy know that she had 

“read Justine in Livre de poche by Lawrence Durrell and loathed it.” Apparently, 

there was too much “not really erotic” stuff, the characters did not have enough 

consistency, and the quality range of descriptions varied dramatically, from good 

to ridiculous. Durrell’s intelligence is not doubted, but he is labeled as an 

impuissant [underlined in the letter] who “dropped out every emotion.” By 

contrast, Gerald, whose books on Corfu depict Larry “with a certain antagonism”, 

is praised for his charm and his “heavy sense of humour” (ibid). Balasha ends her 

letter by asking Paddy, or herself, “how can these two be brothers?” 

She gets even harsher in an undated letter, probably from 1966, after re-

asserting her admiration for Proust, “the greatest genius I think of this century.”, 

whom again she finds “Enchanting & sometimes revolting in his flattering and 

snobbishness. But what a poet!” (ibid) The writers to whom she remained faithful 

make up an intriguing triad – James Joyce, Sean O’Casey and Virginia Woolf. 

Hemingway is also mentioned, along Cocteau, St. John Perse, whereas for Esenin 

and Sartre she has a limited opening. But she has no mercy for others – “I loathe 

[underlined in the letter] Robbe Grillet – Butor – Durrell’s „Justine”.(ibid) 

One can asses the significance of Balasha’s opinions against the 

background of promoting, in communist Romania, authors from the western 

world. It was mostly after 1965, when Ceauşescu took power, that western authors 

started to enjoy popularity, benefiting from a great number of very good 

translations. They replaced the Russians, almost the only ones allowed after 1947, 

in the conscience of Romanian readers. Proust’s first book from In Search of Lost 

Time, Swann’s Way was translated in 1968, but Durrell had to wait until 1983 for 

the Romanian version of Justine and Balthazar.  

Anyway, Balasha was not an average reader, and besides she read very 

little in Romanian. She belonged to a very old aristocratic family in Romania, and 

in many such families, French, for instance, was not the second, but rather the first 

language they spoke starting with the 18th century. English had been added in the 
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first decades of the 20th century, coinciding with the intensification of economic 

and cultural contacts. Balasha, as well as other members of the upper-class in 

Romania, could feel quite at home in both London and Paris. One of her 

comments, in the same 1966 letter, with regard to George Painter’s biography of 

Proust, says it all – “And the atmosphere of those times! In the last volume so 

many I knew when young.” 

Unfortunately, after the proclamation of the Romanian People’s Republic, 

in 1947, she found herself cut off from almost all cultural channels, unable 

therefore to follow and thoroughly comprehend the latest developements in the 

field of arts. And that may account for her passionate and sometimes biased 

opinions – “He nearly had the Nobel Prize – I believe Durrell is a friend of yours 

– Can he be?” Doubly isolated because of her social status and of the political 

situation, Balasha was unconsciously taking refuge in her Golden Age Europe, 

when topics such as eroticism and violence had been less outspoken – “I am 

unfortunately impermeable to the beauty of the erotic literature in fashion today.” 

(ibid)  

Even the concept of humanity is placed under doubt when considering the 

artists who were her contemporaries and their works within the frame of the 20th 

century historical turmoils – “I think that the tribes of New-Guinea and Papua are 

more innocent in their ways than those of our civilization when they go back to 

violence and bestiality, out of boredom.” (ibid) The ultimate refuge,  a 

swashhbuckling past, seems even more remote, and as a result, helplessly naive – 

“Drake, Jean Bart les corsaires et pirates avaient tout de même certain grandeur – 

ces crimes modernes sont sordides.” (ibid)   

 

4.3. One’s taste changes as life goes on 

As we said, Balasha was not an average reader. So, not surprisingly, in less 

than a year she overcame some of her prejudices and reconsidered her perspective 

on Larry’s works. “Lately I have been steeped in Durrell’s „Mountolive”. It is a 

wonderful book.”, she wrote to Paddy in a letter from 16th July 1967. She 

appreciates Durrell’s style, which she thinks is magic, and his humanity as 

reflected through his irony and kindness. But she also feels  a certain sadness and 

she is glad, in a peculiar way, that Paddy and Joan are Larry’s friends, as “He must 

be a very lonely person in spite of thousands of people who read his books” (ibid) 

Her reading of Clea makes her ponder over the notion of  “grande amore”, and she 

comes to the conclusion that “Il fallait que ces choses sont dites.”, even if the 

language employed by the writer is not always a pleasant one. “‚Justine’ que 

j’avais lu en francais m’a repugne”, she admits, but “Il faut croir que chacun a ses 

repugnances”, and even reffers to “les mots les plus crus en Shakespeare” (ibid).  
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Her interest in Durrell and other contemporary authors was sustained by 

Paddy once they had resumed their channels of communication after his visit to 

Romania in 1965. Besides, Balashas’s niece, Ina Catargi had been allowed to 

emigrate, together with her husband Michel, establishing themselves in France, 

and she would occasionaly either visit or join Paddy at events that would make her 

aunt recall fond memories of the years before the war – “When we all got back to 

London (…) we went up with Ins and Michel to a party of Diana Cooper’s”, wrote 

Paddy in a letter from 26th November 1968, “and ended up sitting on the floor 

singing to John Julius Norwich – D’s son – playing the guitar”. (Sisman 2017: 

258) In a way, he was helping Balasha to transpose herself in a world she no longer 

had access to because of political circumstances. “There was another lovely dinner 

at Barbara’s [Ghika]”, continues Paddy pointing then to one of the guests, “a great 

friend of ours called Lady Smart” (ibid), and after providing a sketchy though 

sharp portrait of the person, he comes up with more relevant information – “She 

is the widow of an enchanting man, Walter Smart, a great wartime friend of ours 

in Cairo (…) and a great friend of Larry Durrell’s – he’s the model for Mountolive 

–” (ibid)  

 For Balasha, the books from Paddy or other friends abroad were the major 

source of escapism, apart from writing letters. Given the political detente form the 

first decade of Ceauşescu’s regime, she could read and re-read and follow the main 

trends and authors in the world literature of the time, even if it was during the Cold 

War years. “Books from Sandoe are the greatest joy for us. Please let us know 

what new novels we should read (in Paperbacks)”, she was writing to Paddy in a 

letter from 29th August 1969. Yet she maintained her bias against writers who 

would experiment beyond her sensitivity limits. She wanted “Nothing too horrible. 

We dislike Beckett, „The Lord of Flies” by Golding & that sort of moderns.” And 

she was very decided upon some of the values that had to be preserved – “We like 

Durrell. Not [underlined in the letter] H. Miller. We’ve read Colossus of Maroussi. 

Such a vulgar sex-ridden mind (...)The world of today is rather ghastly, isn’t it?”  

 

 5. “Is it sainthood coming over me at last?” or, instead of conclusion 

 

 The ghastly world had been shaken in May 1968 by the students’ revolt in 

Paris against capitalism, consumerism and American imperialism. In Prague in the 

same year the Czechs were fighting, strangely enough,  for democratic values 

within a non-capitalist, a so-called socialist society, and as a result they later 

benefited from the Soviet invasion. In Romania, Ceauşescu had a last minute 

wisdom not to join the invasion, and therefore he would build himself a lot of 

political capital in the western democracies. 
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 An anticonsumerist note is to be found in a letter of Larry’ from 13th 

November 1968. He had just come back to Sommières after “three weeks filming 

in Paris” where he had collaborated to a documentary by BBC, and he seemed to 

agree with a previous remark of Paddy’s, striking the same note – “you were 

perfectly right about films raping places” (ibid). Larry makes the observation 

though that it was mainly through films with stars, and not documentaries, that 

such damages occurred – “Sophia Loren raped Hydra and Mykonos, not 

Paramount; Rhodes was raped by Quinn and Taylor etc.” And even the sanctuary 

of his young adult life was in danger in 1968, as “they are filming My Family and 

Other Animals in Corfu this year, so we can kiss that island goodbye.” (ibid) 

 Larry was disconcerted for the way everything turned into a show during 

the filming for Paris by Candlelight documentary – “had Notre Dame lit up for 

me for a fiver”, he writes, noticing that nature had not been spared also, “Then we 

took high speed boats down the Seine to enter the fair capital by water at high 

speed in terrific rain.” (ibid) The spirit of consumerism affected both average 

people and the most prominent of the Durrells. “I had a mad driver who was so 

infected by the thrill of being filmed at speed from the other boat” (ibid), 

remembers Larry from the Paris episode. And his brother Gerry, who had just 

spent a week at Sommières, apparently could not cope with success – “he is 

longing for just one good failure to see how it feels. I could tell him.” (ibid) 

 As time went by, the vision tended to grow cloudier. In a letter from 18th 

November 1973, Larry thanks Paddy for an answer he didn’t seem to expect, even 

from friends – “I suppose because we are getting pretty thin on the ground and 

writing less.” He was not writing less. Actually, he had just finished Monsieur: or, 

the Prince of Darkness, which was being typed for Fabers, but he didn’t appear to 

have a clear image on it – “since I stopped being lush critics tend to find me arid” 

(ibid) He was envisaging a new poetics, a change of perspective and register – “I 

am hunting for bone structure now under the surface glitter of prose or verse.” 

(ibid) Getting married for the fourth time had been another attempt, just like 

physical exercises, to avoid solitude and bad moods – “Yes, I tend to get tired; in 

spite of intensive yoga full of life-giving head-stands.” (ibid) 

  On 11th April 1975 he felt lucky to have got two letters from friends “who 

haven’t written for a while”, Paddy being one of them. In a typed text covered, for 

more than half of it, in capital letters, Larry was complaining about the insanity of 

embarking, given his age, he was 63, “ON A BLOOD GROUP OF FIVE 

NOVELS”. Nevertheless he encouraged Paddy to move on with his own projects, 

“I FEEL MORE STRONGLY THAT THIS IS YOUR BIG WORK, THE BOOK 

OF YOUR LIFE SO TO SPEAK [I.E. A TIME OF GIFTS]” (ibid) He pays Paddy 

an extraordinary compliment –  “AS THE BEST PROSER IN ENGLAND YOU 

WILL BE OBLIGED DESPITE YOURSELF TO STEP FORWARD AND 
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MAKE YOUR CLAIM ON OUR ATTENTION.” (ibid) Some practical piece of 

advice is given with regard to the struggle with form, i.e. to avoid potting too many 

details, as they might “HOLD UP FLOW” (ibid) Another element to be considered 

is timing – “YOU WILL COME ON THE SCENE JUST AT THE RIGHT TIME 

TO PUMP US ALL FULL OF HOPE AND OXYGEN.” (ibid) 

 All in all, the feeling is one of reassurance, as he had also took to painting, 

exposed under a pseudonym and even “SOLD TEN BIG GOUACHES.” (ibid) 

The yoga exercises, combined with prolonged walking, had started to pay off. Yet 

the trickster in him was there, prompting a half-rhetorical question – “Is it 

sainthood coming over me at last?” (ibid) Maybe it was. Or maybe he was just 

pretending. In a strange way his questionn resonates with a comment by Balasha, 

in her 29th August letter to Paddy, in which she confessed of “re-reading Bitter 

Lemons by Durrell, and find great pleasure in it.” Later on, in a PS., another re-

reading, of Paddy’s The Violins of Saint-Jacques, but this time with one of her 

pupils, comes to the surface – “It was so much above her understanding of English, 

but somehow made her float along as one does when one pretends to do life-

saving.” (ibid)  
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